Kahane's Holocaust
Rabbi Kahane says that the "Holocaust of American Jewry ·is coming." One of the options for American Jews is to leave the country now,
presumably for Israel.
But if that kind of America develops at this time
1
there are few sensible observers who would give a
plugged nickel for the chances of Israeli Jewry - or.of
Soviet Jewry for that matter. The security of Israel and
of Soviet Jewry is no better than the security of American Jews. That's a good axiom to remember when preparing the American Jewish agenda.
Rabbi Kahane bas some feeling for this. At least be
says that the American Jewish community must engage
itself in the fight against the "incipient fascism" which
be sees in America. For a Jew, be bas remarkably little understanding of
what fascism is - but if we straighten that out, be does ha•e a point.
"Facism," even in its broadest sense, means total repressive governmental control: i.e., totalitarianism. To the contrary, most Europeans
who come here are thunderstruck by the permissiveness with which the
American government treats private social behavior. The English and
French were amaZed when the courts allowed our newspapers to publish
the Pentagon Papers with impunity; their publishers would have been
jailed. Our law enforcement agencies -the usual arm of total government
repression - scream that the government courts have stripped them of
essential police powers, in favor of protecting individual rights. The
White House complains bitterly that it is being treated unfairly in the
mass media- and indeed quantitative studies reveal more journalistic criticism than adulation of the President. And so forth. If this be fascism,
then Mussolini, Hitler and Stalin were certainly on the wrong track.
Of course, Rabbi Kahane may be suggesting that we have so much
permissiveness here, so much social anarchy, including "violence in the
streets," that violent repression may be around the corner. It's possible;
there are people interested in that route. But then tire job is to reject violence as a social course - a critical point which the Rabbi seems to miss and to remedy the causes of the violence which so tempts repression.
Therein lies the inexorable connection between the urban problems ofsay, San Francisco, and the security of American, Israeli and So•iet Jews.
Ifthat's what Rabbi Kahane means, then he is right.
But there's no reason to assume that America is going to lose its battle with these social problems. Even with our current economic difficulties, we're producing more than a quarter trillion dollars worth of goods
and services a year. The percentage of Americans living below the pover~
ty level has been halved between 1947 and now. The percentage of substandard housing units in the country has been more than halved in that
period. And so forth. The turmoil around us, which properly concerns
Rabbi Kahane, is not because things have been getting worse - but precisely because things have been getting better. Expectations and social
demands have risen rapidly as a result - and have risen faster than the
pace of progress, which has undoubtedly been slow. Whether we can close
that gap in time must indeed remain an OJ?CO question. B~Jt i~ is as much a
matter of will as of capacity. And our will can only be sapped by false and
baseless cries of imminent fascism or Holocaust.
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Jews And Racism
Are Jews more racist than other whites? ... Less racist? ... Just as
racist? People persist in asking that question, usually people who already
have a flxed opinion. It is certainly one of the most useless of questions.
But it may be more harmful than that.
Someone just published !l poll of the attitudes of California Jews - as
compared with other white city-dwellers. They were asked such questions
~~... .;.
t as whether they thought that civil rights progress was
·
being mad-: "too quickly." Almost half as many Jews
as other whites felt that civil rights progress was too
fast. "In fact," said the analyst, "Jews were approximately half-way between the White community and the
Black community in their response."
So what do we do with the information that, stati!tically, Jews are better on racial issues than other whitesand worse than Jews should be? We can either c:ongratuRaab
late ourselves or whip ourselves, depending on our prior
inclinations. But such preoccupation with self-measurement is not only a
bore, but a harmful diversion from the real problems.
As a matier of fact, general preoccupation with the term "racism"
has often become a harmful diversion, an exercise in easy-labelling. Originally, "racist" meant someone who believed in the genetic inferiority of
some racial or ethnic group. Then it was extended to mean someone who
discriminated racially, whether or not he held a racist belief. And then
"racism" came to be applied to any system which held a group back,
whether it was operated by racists or not. These meanings all made sense
of one kind or another, as long as they weren't confused with each other.
But now some people are using the term "racist" as a general epithet just as the Birch Society uses "Communist" - to describe anyone who
disagrees with them. The epithets fly, in both direction, and the issues
inevitabl~ get lost.
For example, the current question of whether we start integrating San
Francisco's Junior High Schools at the seventh grade, or start with all
three grades at once, is not just a matter of evil-mindedness versus goodmindedness. Neither is the question of what we should do about Lowell
High School, if anything.
There are problems to be solved, within the framework of integration:
How can we best meet the different academic: needs and interests of the
individual students? How can we best assure parents that their c:bidren are
going to get this attention? How can we pay attention to the special language and cultural needs of certain groups in the community? For one
thing, effective integration is based on broad public: support.of the schools.
If that support doesn't exi!t, there won't be any public: schools worth integrating; nor wil there be a diverse school population to integrate. We may
end up pure of heart but without integrated schools.
Sure, there are anti-integrationists who hide under the cover of such
problems. But the problems are still there, and the friends of integration
better not be afraid - or be made afraid - of raising them and attempting
to deal with them. At this stage, we need a little less name-calling and a
·little '!lor_c:_problem-solving.

The Soviet Visitors
Two Soviet officials visited San Francisco on separate occasions in
the past few weeks. One was Madame Furtseva, Soviet Cultural Minister; the other was Valerian Nesterov, Soviet Cultural attache in Washington. In the course of activities related to their visits, the JCRC occasionally ran into these questions:
"Sillce the SOYiet Union bas begun to open up the gates, shouldn't you relu you dme for SO•iet Jewish emigration?"
As we indicated to both Russian visitors, and to the people they gathered with: it was indeed gratifying that this year the Soviet Union permitted a larger fraction of Soviet Jews to emigrate then ever before. But it
+
~ t was not enough. Only a tenth of those who have publicly declared themselves for emigration were allowed to
go. And even that flow might be stopped if the pressure
stops. Besides, there is the matter of harassment and
deprivation for those who have expressed their desire to
go. Many lose their jobs. There are long waiting periods
of hardship. Many Soviet Jews are now in prison
camps. The public spotlight has to be kept on these
conditions.
Raa
"Because of the bombings in New York, don't you think
it might be discreet to hold back a bit?"
This question referred to the born bing of two theatrical agencies
which were handling cultural exchange with the Soviet Union - an
anonymous message said the bombings were done in the name of Soviet
Jewish freedom. But there is no real indication that this act was committed by even a fringe Jewish group.
And such acts are so harmful to the cause of Soviet Jewish freedom as we have been told again and again by such Soviet heroes as Dr. Mikhail Zand -that it is easy to suspect the bombers to be anti-Jewish provocateurs.
In any case, this is just the time not to relax the vehement and legitimate expression of our concern. We cannot allow the bombers to preempt the field, whether they be provocateurs, madmen or whatever; that
would only discredit the cause of Soviet Jewry. The JCRC expressed its
horror at the bombings, when asked by the media, and went on with its
activities, as did the Bay Area Council on Soviet Jewry and other groups
engaged in non-violent action.
Both qllelltions ha•e the lingering ftpor of non-t~rgency - as though it
were .aerely a matter of some Jews being 1110re at home in Israel than in
RaiSia. Tile total emironaaent for all identifying So•iet Jews is grim and
foreboding. It woald be a tragic mistake to underestimate that. 'No less an
expert in antt-Se.itism than Adolf Hider knew that a long time ago. In
Mein Kampf he identif"Jed BolsheYism as Jewish. But in his secoaclltook,
palllillled posthuloasly in 1959, be predicted the elimination of Jewish
leadenhip in Russia by the ''pan-SlaY" element. He knew that tile Communist' Party leadership in Rassia - and its logic - was anti-Jewish. Emi,
gratioa is not a luxury for So•iet Jews.
1
How can Israel afford to absorb all those Jews now being allowed to
emigrate? Not very many people asked that question during the past few
weeks. Perhaps because each of us has control over a piece of the answer that piece which is a fair share of the $35,000 it costs the Jewish Welfare
Federation to get a family out of the Soviet Union and settled in Israel.
We don't have to ask questions we can answer ourselves.
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